Climate Change Solutions are Looking Up
Cities...

Part of the Problem... AND SOLUTION
Community Gardens are Blooming Across the Nation
Urban Agriculture

On the Rise
Working Together to Lower GHG & Promote Healthy Living
BRT
“A” Line
2/3rds of City Hall’s Power Is Offset by SOLAR
SOLAR BULK PURCHASING...

SAVES OVER 20%
Adapting to Stronger Storms by Lowering Storm Ponds...Automatically
Resilience Analysis: Vulnerabilities, Strengths & Solutions

- Rain Gardens
- Shared Services
- Solar Energy
- Porous Pavers
- Green Space
- Community Gardens
- Bike Infrastructure
- CERT
- Responsible Budget
- GreenStep Cities
- Energy Efficiency
- Tree Planting
- Pollinator Habitat
- Walking Routes
- Complete Streets
- Housing Density
LIVE SUSTAINABLY AND PROSPER

@GREENSMITH